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I.    lOTODUCTION 

Owing to the importance of the availability of steel for the economic 

development of the developing countries, there ie considerable interest in many 

of these countries in the construction of integrated steel plants where they do 

not already exist or in increasing the capacity of existing plants.    Planning is 

required here, with regard to both small plants and factories of larger dimensions. 

The substantial amounts of capital needed for such projects and the importance of 

ensuring that steel is made available to users at the lowest possible price justify 

making a careful study of the processes to bo ueed and the dimensions for factories 
being expanded or for new projects, whether large or small. 

The choioe among the possible processes which may be used in the steel 

industry is affected by local factors, such as the quality and type of iron ore, 

and the abundant and relative price of euch inputs as coking coal, gas, petroleum 

and electric power, together with several other*.    In certain cases, on the other 

hand, the choice of prooess depends on the characteristics of the product desired. 

Section V of this document contains a detailed examination of the eoonomic signi- 

ficance of the possible processes among which a selecxion must be made in the 
planning of the industry. 

The rest of the work is devoted to a study of economies of scale in the steel 

industry, - that is to say, the relationship between annual production oapaoity and 

unit capital and production oosts.    As an illustration of the importance of economie. 

of scale, the following example may be given»   the production oosts of a plant 

producing 300,000 tonnes of non-flat steel products annually would rise by 

13 per cent if, instead of using local iron ore costing US| 5 a tonne, it was 

necessary to import ore at US$ I4 a tonne.    On the other hand, in the case of a 

similar plant with a capaoity of only 100,000 tonnes annually, the increase in 
costs would be 27 per cent. 

The study is not primarily aimed at determining optimum sises for plants, 

though it may of course be observed that there are many factors pointing to the 

eoonomic advantage of large plants,    'ihe intention is rather to analyse theteoh- 

nical and economic aspects of plante of different sises by considering a series 
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of hypothetical installations for each combination of procosses. In view of the 

limited markets of many of the developing countries, the main object will be to 

throw light on the economic problems of amali plants and to determine the minimum 

sizes at which they are oconomic. 

One consequence of the limited markets which are often available for the 

industries of t'he developing countries is an excessive diversification of pro- 

duction, aimed at covering as large a part as possible of the existing domestic 

market. Increases in oapital and other costs resulting from greater diversification 

of production occur mainly in the rolling operation, since if production is con- 

centrated in a few types a much higher degree of mechanization is possible in the 

rolling mills, men without this, the following example is worth noting:^/ « 

rolling mill with a programme covering the production of bars and shapes and with 

an hourly capacity varying between 10 and 30 tonnes, taking into account the 

different weights per metre included in the programme and the rollings necessary 

to obtain them, can achieve an annual production of 120,000 tonnes, with three 

shifts daily and a yield of 80 per cent, if the make-up of the programme is such 

as to allow an average hourly weight of some 25 tonnes, and changes of rollers can 

be limited to Sundays. On the othar hand, annual capacity will fall to 60,000 

tonnes if the averse weight of the product is somewhat less favourable and if it 

is necessary to change rollers fairly frequently, which will mean limiting the 

work to two shifts daily. 

Steel production ic a complex process and the question of economies of scale 

in it is also complex. If one plans a particular production process, requiring a 

certain type of installation, the size of th« unit will have to depend on the 

intended Beale of production.  In such ceses there is inevitably a maximum size 

beyond which similar units cannot be built at the present stage of technology. 

Once this size is roachod, if a still higher volume of production is needed, this 

con be achieved by establishing several units side by side. In tho same way there 

2/    {^h/totolf. The planning of iron and «teoWfr, Sprinter Vsrlaf, 
Berlm/Heidelberg/New York, 3rd edition, p. 16• 
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is a minimum below whioh, for teohnicnl or economic reasons, it is not desirable 

to use the process in question and it must bo replaced by another,  or the minimum 

size whioh is technically feasible must be used with a low load factor. 

In theory, what is interesting in a study of economies of scale is tho 

variation in capital and production coats between these two extremes determined 

by technical considerations.     It is highly probable that, if it were possible in 

tho stoel industry to have suvoral plants of differing sizes in which the pro- 

duction process and the type of equipment regained the same, the same equation 

would hold good as is generally used in the chemical processing industry;   aooord- 

ing to this,   the relationship between the capital costs or the variable production 

costs in two plants of different capacities is equal to a logarithmic relation 

between these capacities in which the exponent is less than unity and in most cases 

fluctuates around 0.6.    However, uniformity in process and equipment occurs in the 

steel industry, taken as a whole, only for very brief str.tches of the capacity 

spectrum, although,  in the case of isolated components of the production oyclo, 

suoh uniformity occurs over broader size ranges. 

In practice,  therefore,  tho situation is completely different.    The process 

of steel production, from the mining of the iron ore to the finishing of the 

rollad steel, is not a single,  continuous process but a series of operations 

which take place one after the other, transforming the principal raw material in 

successive,  or in some cases simultaneous,   steps.    These operations include the 

following:    secondary preparation of the iron ore, production of sinter, pro- 

duction of metallurgical coke, with or without by-product recovery, blast-furnaoe 

reduction proper,   steel making with or without the use of oxygen,  cogging or 

continuous casting,  and rolling.    Each installation and process used in this 

combination of activitios has its technical limits in the form of maximum and 

minimum capacities for specific volumes of production,  with no relationship 

botwoen the limits of the different processes among themselves.    Thus for a certain 

annual production range a certain process or type of installation ia used, and 

onoe a particular dimension is reached, for the construction of a larger plant, 

the prooess or installation is rcplacod by another more appropriate or moro 

% 
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eoonomic for larger volumes of production.    In this way, a curve indicating unit 

capital coste for a series of plants with production programmes which arc similar 

hut diffor in volume is not one which can be expressed by an exponential equation, 

but will always rise higher at the right side than a theoretical curve,  because 

in practice,  as the annual capacity of the plait grows, increasingly complex and 

automated installations and processes are used.     In general,  this is due to the 

fact that it  ie not economic to produce automatic equipment  for units below a 

certain size, but sometimes, too, it  is physically impossible to operate certain 
very small units efficiently. 

The technical and economic considerations developed in this document re- 

ading the selection of the process and type of installation for the hypothetical 

plants serving as the basis for the calculations and the calculations themselves, 

are not necessarily valid for a specific plant or location.     In the case of a 

particular plant,  local factors, including the prices and quality of inputs, will 

influence the selection of tho process and the costs.    However, the information 

in this paper may prove applicable even to a specific project if due consideration 

is given to the local factors and the necessary substitutions and adjustments are 
made. 
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II. GijINERAL BASIS OP Tffi: STUDY 

The information usod in the prosent paper has been taken almost entirely 

from two earlier studies on economies of scalo in tho steel industry carried out 

by ECLA consultants in I965 and 1966.-2/ These two studies analyse the effect of 

the capacity of a series of hypothetical plants of various sizes on unit capital 

and production costs. Por this purpose, the hypothetical plants have been regarded 

as situated at a given location, and co.pital costs have boon determined for each 

of them, the costs have been classified und^.r tho main production departments - 

reduction of the ore, steel making, continuous Cristine or coding, .and rolling. 

All the cost figures for auxiliary departments and servioos such as administration, 

laboratories, power and steam plant, repair shop, works transport, etc., have been 

distributed among the main departments in proportion to the uao made of thorn by 

each department,  "äth regard to production costs, theoretical costs have boen 

determined for each plant, utilizing in all cases pre-established unit coat 

figures for inputs which appear in annex I and are in harmony with tho costs to 

be expected in Latin America. 

Although the basic assumptions on which the two papers rest are the same, 

their purposes are quite different. The study by Dastur and Co. (E/CN.1 2/764) 

considers the effects of economies of scale in the smallest size-range of 

integrated plants, with basically a single production sequence and processes 

including the production of non-flat steel, and with capacities between 100,000 

and 300,000 tonnes. On the other hand, the study by Mr. Martijona (i/CN.12/766) 

deals with planta producing between 100,000 and 2.5 million tonnes annually of 

flat and non-flat products, and plants with varying produotion sequences are 

considered. 

"¿oonomies of scale at 8mr.ll integrated steelworks", by K.H. Dastur and Co. 
(3/CN. 12/764), and "Las economías do escala en plantas siderúrgicas de 
ìaroano modio y ¿rande y la influencia de los adeltanos tecnológicos un las 
inversions y costos de producción", bv Armando P. Hnr±i i•• fm/flw. 19/7^1. 

•iM.*J tiar átabaTjiáriifc ititiïètëa&jabL'ÀiiL «&:M NiriBa m? jfr& -»--¿A 
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In spite of the fact that, as has been said above, the costs of inputs and 

a number of general assumptions ware kept uniform, the authors were loft free to 

imagino the different plants in the way they chose; that is to say, there was 

no specification of the type or scale of auxiliary services which, taken together, 

usually account for between 30 and 40 per cent of plant capital costs - labora- 

torios, repair shops, clinics, cafeterias and canteens, etc. These were devised 

by each author separately, a fact which limits the direct comparability of the 

two studies somewhat. Similarly, the total annual working hours, the product-mix 

patterns and the utilization factor of the rolling mills have not been fixed, and, 

taking into account what is said in the example cited above, ono can imagine the 

possible disparity which this has introduced when data from ono study are compared 

with those from the other, although each one is quite homogeneous individually. 

The effect of plant size on capital and operating costs involves many factors 

and these have to bo analysed project by project. For the purpose of this study, 

a number of basic simplifying assumptions necessarily had to be made. The object 

of the study is limited to obtaining a broad perspective on size-cost relationships 

in the steel industry. While the Dastur study (E/CN.I2/764) examines in depth what 

happens in the case of a given production sequence at the louer end of^ihe capacity 

spectrum, Kr. MartiJona's paper (E/CN.766) studies relationships over a wide variety 

of sizes, production programmes and sequences of processes. libile the trends 

indicated by the figures and the relative costs have a validity for the purposes 

of each of the studies,«the specific figures may vary from one study to the other 

and with reference to plants existing in practice. 

In order to make the data for plants of different sizes more comparable, the 

plant design and equipment considered malees only very limited provision for future 

expansion, except as far as space is concerned. In practice, this approaoh would 

not be the most desirable, owine to the rapid rise in consumption in the developing 

countries, as a result of which, in most cases, it would be advantageous to make 

greater provision for future expansion, ospooially with regard to the more ex- 

pensive installations, such as rolling mills.    ••. 

t&èLzSekmBji jfe ffiEfr- riP* ~a.jÉitiïï^à jjjMUm lataifiM-. áíMSdEiiit%é¡EÍkJk.hát4itjÁ^i.^ 
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The calculations of costs and investments required are based on hypothetical 

plants using modern technology for iron and steel making.    In fact, in the two 

studios taken as a whole,  account is taken of practically all the technological 

advances which, aft or bein¿ satisfactorily tried out at plants somewhere in the 

world on an industrial scale, seem of possible application in Lutin American. 

Each production sequence is therefore an alternative of possible practical use, 

but this does not mean that there arc not other possibilities whose consideration 

has been dispensed with in order not to complicete the work excessively with all 

the many combinations which would then have to be analysed.    In order to isolate 

and highlight the effects of varying size on steel plant  economy the effects of 

sectors not directly related to plant  size have been minimized as far as practi- 

cable by keeping them constant.    Thus,  to allow meaningful comparison of the data 

within the series of plants with the same basic production structuret  the some 

production processes have been assumed for all of them, although actually,  in some 

cases, more economical processes could have been considered for certain plant 
sizes. 

In integrated plants with large capacities, it is possible for the mix of 

rolled producto to be diversified somewhat and for the inetallation of mill units 

of economic size still to be feasible.    But product diversification in a small 

plant will largely result in elimination of economies of scale as far as the 

rolling operation is concerned.    In fact, over-diversification of output in order 

to over the largest possible portion of the home market is one of the reasons for 

high cost of steel in the developing countries, particularly in Latin America. 

It must be admitted that some of the assumptions made in the study for pur- 

poses of simplicity imposo restrictive conditions and cause factors which may have 

some significance in economies of scale to be left out of account.   This is the 

case, for example, when we regard the cost of iron ore as the same for all plants, 

whereas it is quite possible that a factory with a capacity above 1 million tons 

oould organize the transport of the ore at a lower cost than a plant with smaller 

capacity.    Nevertheless, it is thought that the studies provide an adequate basis 

for the necessary adjustments to be made in.oach particular oaso. 

„4f*fe fedhtjttte--. •&•&£&!-* %¿<ÍÉNÍtM •sM.ifÉ..^.ltìt'jii,'h^-   .yf'Jtaà , ,'&Ai-i.Í¡','^tA¿íjAM^:'',.:'-, îi^* ^rtAiá^Si 
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III« ECONOMIES 0F SCALE DI SMALL PLANTS 

PRODUCING NON-PLAT SŒSSiM 

In this paper, the influence of the size of the operation on tochnioal and 

eoonomic relationships in very small stool plants is analysed. The study considers 

five oases, namely: 

Case I 

Case II 

C>~se III 

Case IV 

Caso V 

25,000 tonnes 

50,000 tonnes 

100,000 tonnes 

200,000 tonnes 

300,000 tonnes 

In order to have a uniform basis of study, the plant capacities aro given in 

terms of »liquid steel» and not of finished products. The processes and prinoipal 

equipment selected for this study arc indicated in tablo 1. 

Some alternativos arc also considered in the paper, such as electrio reduction 

in plants of 25,000 and 50,000 tonnes annual capacity and electric arc furnace 

steel making instead of LD converters in 50,000 tonne plants, in order to make a 

preliminary «¿valuation of the merits of thoec processes in very small plants. Sinoe 

the basic object hero is a study of economies of scale, no reference is made to 

these variants. 

Account is taken in the paper of all the general assumptions enumerated in 

the preceding section, whore those adopted in the two papers are summarized. Many 

other assumptions which are peculiar to document E/CN.12/764 are indicated in 

table 1. The following additional observations should probably bo made: it has 

been estimated that mining and sizing of ores will yield about 30 per cent fines 

below 10 mm size. These are agglomerated in sintering plants in cases IV and V, 

and are charged immediately in the mixture in the plants of smaller size. 

4/  Summary of the paper "Economies of scale at small integrated steelworks», 
by M.N. Dastur and Co., propared for SOLA. (Document E/CN.12/764) 
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The blast temperature, the injection of hydrocarbons and other elements of 

the operation are fixed so as to give a coke rate of 500 kg per tonne of molten 

iron in the 300,000 tonne plant« In the smaller plants the sane system is used, 

but the specific consumption of coke will necessarily be somewhat greater. 

Por steel making, tho LD top-blown o;;ygen converter has been selected. The 

proportion of scrap used in the converter will be between 20 and 25 per cent, but' 

not all of this quantity will be produced as plant return scrap and some of the 

scrap will have to be purchased.  Originally, 30 per cent scrap charge was 

considered for all tho cases, but on checking the heat balance it was found that 

such a high percentage of cold raetal could not be used in converters as small as 

those envisaged in the paper. 

The steel produced in the five cases is killed and ic converted into billets 

by means of continuous casting machines. The number of machines and of strands 

per machine is that required to supply the quantities and types of billete given in 

table 2, which are those considered necessary for the production of the product-mix 

envisaged in each of the oases. The selection of the rolling equipment is similarly 

determined. However, the ranee of sizes and the proportions used have been kept 

more or less constant in all the cases considered. 

Table 2 

CQHTiaUKJS CAST BILLLfPS 

Billet size 

75 mm square 

100 mm square 

125 mm square 

Total 

Case I Case XI Cace UT       Case IV Case V 
T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr 

191200 

4,800 

24.000 

38,400 

MOO 

76,800 

19,200 

4&AÛÛ0. 96.000 

96,000 

57,600 

38,400 

144,000 

86,400 

57,600 

288.000 

•Ü IM 
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A summary of capital coets for tlic five hypothetical plants appears in 

tabi., 3,  which gives separately the figures for each cf the production departments 

and for the auxiliary departments.    The table bringe out the relativo importance 

of the capital costo for the auxiliary departments;    taken es a whole, these vary 

from 32 por cent for the 25,000 tonne plant to 23 per cut for the 300,000 tonne 
plant. 

Table 3 

SUMJiiEY OP CAPITAL COST 

Case I Caso II Ca^e III Case IV Caco V 
25,000 50,000 100,000 200,000 300,000 
T/yr T/yr r/yr T/yr T/yr 

•000 g '000 $ •ooo 0 •00C :, •000 3 

Product ion department p 

1,070 3,180 Coke ovene 4,152 
Sinter plant - - - 1,329 1,717 
Blast furnaces 2,652 4,255 6,059 10,442 13,789 
Steolmolt shop 1,910 2,861 4,879 7,226 3,901 
Concast plant 761 1,033 1,860 3,519 4,724 
Rolling mills 2,262 3,338 7,172 11,921 16,553 

Sub-total 7.575 11.487 VM9 ï\m 4?|8.tf 

Auxiliary deoartmenta 

123 133 142 274 Plant laboratory 308 
Powor Bystom 575 99O 1,410 1,779 1,957 
Water system 576 1,140 1,936 3,088 4,011 
utilities 612 90Ó 1,330 1,746 2,391 
Works transport 457 658 1,010 1,488 2,002 
Repair and maint, shops 735 1,201 1,652 2,345 2,810 
Miscellaneous buildings, 

faoilitios and storage! 374 509 762 1,021 1,278 

Mstem 3.552 5.545 8.242 11.741 14*221 

Total 11,12? 17,032 29,882 49,358 64,593 

... ^ ^ ^.JrtiiqU feffriJ^^A^^^^fe^^latt^-A^^A.^^^, 
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The figures in table 3 reappear in table 4» after the capital costs for the 

auxiliary departments havo been .allocated to the various production departments 

on the basis of relative utilization of the facilities concerned. As may be 

deduced fror» the figure in the tabicv plant capital coet per tonno oí* liquid 

metal is US$ 299 per tonne annual capacity in the 1C0,OCO tonne plant, rices to 

USS 445 - i.e., by 5C per cent - in the smallest plant, that of 25,COO tonne 

capacity, and goes down to USG 215 in the pi,ant capable of producing 300,000 tonnes 

of rollad products annually. 
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üflin^ the guiding; criteria referred to earlier, works production costi for 

each production deportment have been calculated and the corresponding fixed 

chorree on capital invested have been added.    The figures aro summarized in table % 

Table 5 

HÌOEUCTION COOT SSTB¡J.T,£ FOR PLAMTö OF o^LLCElu CIPACITUI 

(All coete in dollars per tonno) 

1. Coke 

Cost of materials        / 
Coat above materials^ 

Works production cost 
Fixed charge (3 

Total cost 

2. winter 

Cost of materials 
Coat above materials 

Works production cost 
Fixed charges 

Total cost 

3. Iron 

Cost of materials 
Cost above mat wrials*' 

Works production cost 
Fixed charge 

Total cost 

4. Liquid steel (LD) 

Cost of materials^ 
Cost above materials 

Works production cost 
Fixed charges 

Total cost 

Case X 
25,000 

T/yr 

Case II Caso   III Case IV Case V 
50,000 100,000 200,000 300,000 
T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr 

33.26 
25.26 

32.80 
15.34 

58.52 48.14 
10.37 

71.51 58.51 

64.44 
A3.8Q 

54.39 
31.37 

108.32 
,ghXÌ 

85.76 
17.00 

130.51 102.76 

27.59 

29.83 

33.26 

32.40 
J£i¿l 
42.77 
-âlëz 
52.64 

49.29 

71.61 
14-76 
86.37 

26.60 
 1-65 

28.25 

32.83 

10.63 
gf8l 

13.44 
-2¿L 
15.95 

32.36 
7.Oí 

39.39 

49.32 

45.59 
j6ai 
61.90 

74.52 

26.60 
-0.04 

26.56 
4.01 

30.57 

10.63 

12.82 

14.95 

31.10 
5.40 

36.50 
8.56 

45.08 

43.18 
n.68 
56.86 
1p.?8 
67.64 
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Table 5 (Cont'd) 

FRÖDÜCTIOH COST ¡¿STEIAT^ FOR PLàìJTù OP SäUCT„2 CAPACITIES 

(All costs in dollars per torme) 

p. J^2CSLOLL^1áH¿ 
mmj Coat of materiale- 

CoBt above materials 

orko production cost 
Fixed charüüB 

Total coct 

Coot of materials** 
Cost above maturials 

! for kB production cost 
Fixed charges 

Total cost 

Case I Case II Caso III Case IV Case V 
25,000 

T/yr 
50,000 
T/yr 

100,000 
T/yr 

200,000 
T/yr 

300,000 
T/yr 

111.90 
16.45 

80.44 73.72 
7.74 

63.63 
5r7¿ 

50.38 
4f67 

128.35 
" 27.\8 

98.33 
21-. 10 

81.46 
I7iî7 

69.36 63.05 
D1I7 

155.73 119.43 99.43 84.71 76.22 

I38.O6 
34.88 

IO5.28 
22.45 

85.95 
13.97 

72.51 
11.22 

65.80 
9.64 

172.94 
45.72 

127.73 
34.86 

99.92 
30.12 

83.73 
24.61 

75.44 
21.48 

218.66 162.59 130.04 106.34 96.92 

a/  Net after allowing oredit for gas, tor and breóse. 

IgJ     Het after allowing credit for B.P. ¿as. 

g/     Met after allowing credit for recoverable scrap. 

*._ .*.<~.^ .-^itt» ; idËL. 
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".¿ith thu help of the figures in tables 4 and 5, the effect of économie» of 

scale on capital and operating costs can be expressed in the form of an indox. 

This haa been done in table 6, in which 100,000 tonne annual capacity is taken as 

baso 100. 

Table 6 

EFFECT OF ECONOMIES OF SCAÏi ON CAFITÂL AI.T) PP.OJJ. CTIOíT CObTS 

-     ' (índicos with 100.000 tonne plant taken as 10OÌ 

Case I        Case II     C&3u III    Case IV     Case ? 
25,000 50,000       100,000    200,000    300,000 
T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr T/yr 

Capital cost per tonne 
nominal capacity 

Production cost per tonne 
rolled product 

149 

168 

114 100 

125.4 100 

83       72.5 

83.2      74.5 

Thü fi¿ures in this table indicate a rapid increase in the investment necessary 

and above all in production costs as the size of the capacity descends belo*/ 

100,000 tonnes.    :;'ith an increase in the  ¡size of operation above that point, 

within the limits considered in this document, both capital and production costs 

fall,  though the .slope  is less steep than in the first part of the curve. 

Also interest ine aro  chu figures iü tabic 7, which gives the structure of 

production costs in terras of perce-ntaaeo, based on table 5.    One notices that the 

raw materials item accounts for a larger proportion of costs as the size of the 

oporr.tion increases, and the importance of labour costs decreases as a result of 

increased productivity due to size and the use of more highly automated equipment. 

J 
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Case I  Case II  Case III Case IV  Case V 

Raw materiale 

Power and fuel 

Wages and salaries 

All other costs 

Total 

20 26 31 37 41 
4 4 5 5 6 

41 33 27 22 19 
35 3? 37 36 34 

fifi M m m m 

The production oosts given in tables 5 and 6 represent tlu costs of manu- 

I   facture within the plant. The price at which the steel can be placed on the 

market is necessarily higher owinç to marketing costB, the cost of credits, traes 

and other itorae of expenditure wliich have not so far been considered. Those 

naturally vary from country to country and even from plant to plant. In order to 

explore the results of the data obtained a little further, we ahr„ll assume that 

these oosts amount to 30 per cent of the costs in the plant. This assumption 

was used in the construction of table 8. 

Table 8 

SSTBIATüJ) SELLING PRICLS FOR EOLLiiD PROUJCTS 

Plant oapaoity Average works Average selling 
T/yr production costs prioo 

S/tonne $/tonne 

25,000 219 285 
50,000 163 212 

100,000 130 169 
200,000 106 145 
300,000 97 19* 
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The export prices for some rolled steal products in the main exporting 

countrios were, in Hay I966, as set out in table 9» 

Table 9 

OFFICIAL EXPORT PRICES FOR SOME ST^EL PRODUCTS FRdi SELuCTiJ) COlHíTBIB¿' 

(Dollars per tonno) 

Product 
iöuropeon 
Coal and 
Steel 
Community 

Ullitûd 
Kingdom 

united 
States Japan 

sJ V fi/ Ä/ 

Merchant bars-' 85.OO 114.70 139.75 88.00 

Heavy sections 76.00 113.00 133.80 117.00 

Heavy hot-rolled plate 87.OO 119.20 124.10 98.OO 

Cold-roduced sheet 108.00 132.25 145.70 107.00 

a/ Export prices quoted by Usine Belge, Brussels. 

Jj/ Metal Bulletin, London.    Official nominal prices. 

2J Metal Bulletin,  London.    The prices arc indicative,  including 
freight to port of shipment. 

¿/ fcetal Bulletin,  London.    Prices f.o.b. Jp.ponose port. 

$/ Merohant Bars 

f/ May, I960. 
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If the products are to roach the markets of the developing countries, it  is 

necessary to add to those prices the costs of freight, insurance, unloading and 

passage through customs,  costB which naturally vary greatly from country to country. 

Supposing that, in a given country, they amount to US8 30 per tonne, the price of 

the merchant barB imported,  after customs, would fluctuate between US$ 115 and 

US3 169 a tonne, depending on its origin,  and always supposing that the actual 

prices applied in the transactions correspond to those officially quoted, a subject 

which we will not enter into hero.    In these circumstances,  and in the light of 

the figures in table 8,  it appears very difficult to justify economically a plant 

producing non-flat rolled steel products having an annual capacity below 100,000 
tonnes. 



mm -       -^»^«^^ 
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TS* IV.    IHTEQRAT3D PLAUTS PRODUCING FLAT STEEL FRGDUC 

The paper on which this section is based analyses capital and production 

costs in groups of hypothetical plants produoing flat steel in varying annual 

volumes, and using different production processes in the departments of reduc- 

tion, steel making and rolling, as well as different combinations of these 

various processes.    For the sake of simplicity, we shall here consider economies 

of soale in a single production sequence, namely:   blast furnace, LD steel making, 

oogging and the rolling of sheets and plates.   The type of plant considered here 

is one using oogging mills, because, in the judgement of many experts, the pro- 

blems raised by the continuous casting of rimming steel have not been fully re- 

solved, even when it is employed in combination with degasification of the steel 

in a vacuum.   Moreover, preference is given to the LD converter over open-hearth 

steel making because it undoubtedly produces steel with lower capital and opera- 

ting costs and has ample capacity to permit the utilization of the sorap which 

is normally available in the developing oountries.    It is thought that the qualitj 

of the steel produced in top-blown oxygen converters is as good as that of steel 

obtained in open-hearth furnaces.   Reference will be made in the next seotion to 

the comparative merits of some other combinations of technological processes. 

In the calculations given in document I3/CN.12/766, all the general obser- 

vations set out in the introduction to this study apply.    For the sake of greater 

clarity, the following oomments should also be added, together with those to be 

found in annex III. 

As the size of the plants producing flat steel pro duo t s increases, there is 

also a higher degree of mechanisation and automation, designed to raise output 

per man-hour.    In markets all over the world one finds that an increasing part is 

played by flat produots, particularly ooId-rolled sheets and platesj   this has 

In the preparation of this seotion, use has been made of part of the paper 
"Las eoonomías de escala en plantas siderúrgicas de •tMiaflip ^ndio y c-rantfr 
y la influencia de los adelantos tecnológicos en las inversionea v ooetos- 
deproduçcidn", prepared for ECLA by Armando P. líartijena, consultant 
(E/CN.12/766). 

UammÊmÊmgSi^ 
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made it possible in many places to install plants of greater capacity, «quipped 
with semi-oontinuous and continuous mills.   Suoh mills allow a higher yield of 

the material (ingots), a better quality of product and higher productivity, with 
resulting savings in production coats. 

Por.th® PurP°8es of th« study, and to simplify the calculations, it has been 
assumed that the make-up of the rolling mills is as indicated in annex III. 

It has been assumed that the production is BO arranged that the average yield 
of the whole plant, in terms of semi-produots is 83 per oent. 

Taking into aooount the general characteristics indicated, the various types 
of equipment have been combined together for the calculation of oapital costs and 
theoretical production oosts. 

As indioated in the above-mentioned annex, while there have been slight ad- 
justments in the proportions of the various types of flat produots inoluded in 
the product-mix for the calculation of plant oosts, the breakdown is, on the average, 
30 per oent hot-rolled sheets and plates and 70 per oont oold-rolled sheets. 

Bearing in mind the characteristics indicated, _ the various types of equipment 
have been combined together for the oaloulation of theoretical oapital and produc- 
tion oosts, by production department.    Capital oosts for capacities between 100,000 
and 2.5 million tonnes are given in table 10.    It may be noted that total capital 
oost, per tonne, falls from «US 692 to fftJS 252, or by 30 per oent, as annual capa- 
city rises between those two figures.    The very high capital costs per tonne in 
the smallest plants in the series make it improbable that an integrated plant of 
such a sise would be economic 
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Table 10 

CAPITAL COSTS BY PRODUCTIVE DEPARTMENTS IN PLAUTS OB VAKTINa ABWJAL 
CAPACITIF PRODUCING PLAT PRODUCT»* 

.   ' 

Annual oapaoity 
in tonnes 

Blast 
furnace 

Steel making Cogging and 
rolling 

Total 

100,000 

200,000 

124.40 

113.07 

83.73 
75.62 

484.00 

428.88 
691.77 

617.57 

400,000 

500,000 

89.65 

82.49 

57.71 

52.34 

330.00 

287.00 

477.36 

421.83 

800,000 66.01 41.56 220.00 327.57 

1,000,000 57.80 34.90 199.10 291.80 

1,500,000 

2,000,000 

2,500,000 

52.94 
48.68 

45.03 

30.89 

29.96 

29.03 

193.00 

187.00 

178.00 

276.83 

265.64 
252.O6 

a/     Production sequence:    blast furnace, LD steel making, cogging and rolling 
of sheets and plates. 

Production oosts, inoluding fixed charges on oapital invested, have also 

been calculated and are summarized in table 11.    Those corresponding per tonne 

to the various production processes have been divided up under raw materials, 

wages and salaries, other conversion costs and ohargeB on oapital.    In the oost 

of the iron, the preponderant role played by raw materials costs is striking! 

they vary between 58 per cent of the total for a plant of 100,000 tonnes and 

80 per oent for a 2.5 million tonne plant.    Within the production ooets of the 

final rolled produot, the share of raw materials is 19 per oent in the on« oase 

and 32 per oent in the other.   This brings out the need to make every effort to 

reduce these oosts to the minimum and seleot the processes in order to make use 

of whatever looal raw materials will malee such reduotion possible. 

ÉaMaMÉÉattiAilí  If  "    ifl 1     lì"      *^**» ^^' sA*«ifi& 
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Table 11 

PSGKÏCTÎ0H GOSfS OP PUT PEGDUCTS IN PLANTS OP DIFFBRIKT CAPACITIES^/ 

(Dollars per tonne) 

Annual 
oapaoity 
in tonnes 

Haw 
materials 

Wages 
and 

salaries 

Other 
conversion 

oosts 

Charges on 
capital 

invested 

Total 

Iro.'i jgnkinr 

100,000 
200,000 
400,000 
500,000 

800,000 
1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 

2,500,000 

28.30 
28.30 
28.30 
28.30 

28.30 
28.30 
28.30 
28.30 

28.30 

5.18 
2.83 
1.53 
1.13 

0.99 
0.95 
0.77 
O.64 

0.53 

7.35 
5.48 
4.30 
4.05 

3.91 
3.69 
3.23 
2.91 

2.69 

8.56 
7.78 
6.78 
6.24 
5.20 
4.75 
4.35 
4.00 

3.70 

49.33 
44.39 
40.91 
39.72 
38. ¿0 
37.69 
36.65 
35.85 
35.22 

Steel making; O.788 tonnes of crude iron and 0.340 tonnes of sorao per tonne steel 
100,000 
200,000 
400,000 
500,000- 

800,000 
1,000,000 
1,500f000 
2,000,000 
2,500,000 

57.18 
51.39 
47.00 
46.94 

46.15 
45.38 
43.25 
43.37 
41.68 

5.38 
4.62 
2.84 
2.54 
2.20 
2.oy 
1.75 
1.37 
1.14 

8.53 
8.30 
7.46 
7.14 

6.77 
6.61 
6.36 
6.16 
6.03 

4.52 
4.10 
3.44 
3.12 

2.58 
2.26 
2.00 
1.94 
1.83 

75.61 
68.41 
61.64 
59.74 

56.70 
56.34 
53.36 
52.84 
50.73 

Cogging and rolling:   consumption of ingot per tonne of rolled produot as in footnotes 
100,000 
200,000 
400,000 
500,000 

800,000 
1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 

2,500,000 

i05.2gSr 
95.60>, 
80.46-°/ 
78.002/ 

72.2$ 
68.49;/ 
66.0557 
64.14» 

15.52 
12.60 
6.22 
5.62 

12.30 
11.25 
10.67 
10.60 

62 .76^ 

4.51 
3.92 
3.30 
3.11 

2.80 

8.60 
7.75 
7.3O 
7.15 
7.00 

43.56 
38.60 
29.70 
25.85 

I9.8O 
17.92 
17.37 
16.83 

16.03 

176.67 
158.05 
127.05 
120.70 

115.12 
98.08 
94.02 
91.23 

88.59 

a/   Production sequenoe:   blast furnace, LD steel making, oogging, and rolling 
of flat produots. 

b/   1,660 kg of ingot per tonne of rolled product. 
0/   1,510 kg of ingot per tonne of rolled produot. 
¿/   1,450 kg of ingot per tonne of rolled product. 
«/   It390 kg of ingot per tonne of rolled product. 

*. JáJuan, 
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We can assume, as we did in considering the theoretioal production oosts of 

non-flat rolled produots, that in order to arrive at the possible selling prioes 

of the steel a supplement of approximately 30 per cent must be added to the 

theoretical in-plant prices in order to cover the oosts of credits, taxes and 

various other sales costs.   The figures are to be found in table 12. 

The flat steel products comprised in the product-mix considered in this 

study had, in April-May 1966, as was seen in table 9, a price f.o.b. port of 

origin whioh varied on the average between US" 102 and US$ 139 per tonne¿ which 

might give a price c.i.f. at a port in a developing country of between US?!: 132 

and US$ I69 per tonne.    This indicates that, unless there are exceptional oir- 

oumstances in which import prices are considerably higher or there are some very 

oheap resources available for the production of steel, plants producing flat pro- 

ducts with an annual capacity of less than 300,000 to 400,000 tonnes oould hardly 
be economic. 

Table 12 

TifflQIOTKAL m^L&m COSTS AND .POSSIBLE S3LLIBÖ PRICES FOR PLAT PRODUCTS 

(Dollars per tonne) 

Annual capacity 
of the plant in 

tonnes 

Theoretioal 
in-plant 

oosts 

Possible 
selling/ 
pi*©*» 

100,000 
200,000 

.400,000 
500,000 

800,000 
1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 

2,500,000 

197 
176 
140 
132 

115 
108 
102 

99 

96 

229 
205 
165 

m 
128 
122 
119 

115 

a/   Bait lasted by adding 30 per oent to the theoretical in-plant oosts« 

...^Mij^^s&êiM. ^_J^t£-..-2§s,J..   ^.^jbJ^A.i.&JL ^ ^iffÄ...   -Jtiftd& 
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V.    ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES APPLICABLE IK THE DIFFUSENT PRODUCTION DEPARTMENTS 

This section gives some of the conclusions which are reached in document 

E/CN. 12/766 regarding the comparative merits of various alternative processes which 

may be used in the different major departments of steel plants.    In order to avoid 

undue length, consideration will be confined to the most general questions,  leaving 

out of account some important matters such as the use of ores of differing iron 

and phosphorus content« 

(a) Reduotion department 1    blast furnaces, eleotrio reduction furnaces and 

one of the so-called direct reduction processes} 

(b) Steel making department:   open-hearth furnaces using oxygen for heating; 

low-shaft electric furnace, and top-blown oxygen oonverterj 

(c) Rolling department:   conventional cogging and rolling, continuous easting 

and rolling with vacuum degaaification of steel for the production of flat 
products. 

Por the sake of brevity also, the rolling of non-flat products is not con- 

sidered* 

The same general oomments as have been made in earlier chapters are valid for 

the study of oapital and operating oosts for the various processes.   Certain 

particular oomments applicable to some of the processes whioh are to be discussed 

appear in annex IV. 

Bearing in mind all these points, a calculation was made of the oapital oosts 

in the reduotion departments of steel plants of different sizes and using different 

processes.   The figures appear in table 13* 

y, L&- .. 3L - «fj^AA.JKfaiiA,, lb-'   it    -*,»... àa«, JSt't^ _ %i 
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Tabi« 13 

CAPITAL COSTS POR THE REDUCTION SBPABTN19IT OP STEEL PLAUTS OF 

DIFFERENT AÜNUAL CAPACITIES 

(dollars per tonno) 

Ammari oapaolty for 
produotion of molten 
iron or sponge iron 

Blast furnace Electric reduotion 
furnace 

Direct 
reduotion 

100,000 95-11 66.00 46.22 
200,000 86.44 61.11 37.89 
300,000 - - 35.U 
500,000 69.33 52.78 - 

1,000,000 52.78 45.6? - 

1,500,000 48.33 39.56 - 

2,000,000 44.40 - - 

2,500,000 41.20 - • 

The following commento may be made on the basis of the tablet tne hi^Weat 

capital cost per tonne of installed capacity is to be found in the case of 

reduction in a blast furnace, and the lowest in the case of direct reduotion, 

within the limits to which this process is considered applicable.  It can be 

seen that the difference between the capital costs for blast-furnace reduction 

and electric smelting decreases as annual installed capacity increases, a result 

which is logical in view of the maximum unit capacity of the latter.  The large 

number of units needed and tho space required mean that capital costs for 

electric furnaces proper are higher than those for blast furnaces oven in the 

case of small capacities, suoh as 150,000 cr 200,000 tonnes. 

The investments required in the steel making department have been oalculated 

and set out in table 14. 
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Table 14 

CAPITáL COSTS TOR THE STŒL MKIWQ DEPARTHSHT OP STEBL PLAOTS Of DIPEBUSW SIZES 

(dollars per tonn« annual production) 

Annual capacity 
in tonnas of 

ingot 
up«n 

hearth 

Low-Dhosahorus iron 
electric 

arc furnace 
US 

Sponge iron 
from direct 
réduction 

100,000 74.88 64.22 50.22 96.11 
200,000 69.33 59.33 45.55 39.OO 
300,000 - - - 87.22 
500,000 53.33 47.33 34.66 — 

1,000,000 37.44 35*66 25.II m 

1,500,000 30.55 30.11 22.20 
2,000,000 29.66 29.22 21.55 
2,500,000 28.77 28.33 20.88 - 

Confining ontaelf to the consideration of oapital costs, and bearing in 

mind the high elasticity of the top-blown converter pro ce seen for the treatment 

of iron of differing qualities with varying percentages of scrap, these pro- 

cesses are found to be dearly more suitable for the majority of developing 
countries. 

Capital costs are highest in the case of the open hearth (Siemens Martin) 

process, but the difference between this and the electric are furnace decreases 

markedly as the capacity of the plant increases, a fact which is largely explained 
by the maximum production capacities of each furnaoe. 

The investments required for the rolling mills of steel plants of varying 
sises producing flat steel produots appear in table 15. 
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Table 15 

CAPITAL COSTS POR KILLS FOR ROLLING PLAT PROTECTS, POR DUFERWr ANNUAL CAPACITIES 

Capacity- «. - .-    - Cogging, and 
rolling .'.. • - 

.Continuous.. 
casting and 

rolling*' 

100,000        ...-. .....     .   .. ..4ß4 .    . ... -      418  

200,000 42ß 371 

500,000 287 256 

1,000,000 199 m 
1,500,000 193 170 

2,000,000 I87 «.» 

2,500,000 178 

a/     Includes installations for vacuum degasification. 

It is-found, that the production sequence-comprising continuous casting and. 

the rolling of sheets and platos require:' lose investment than the sequence 

beginning with cogging.    The difference dn capital costs is approximately 12 ptr 

cent in a plant of 100,000 tonnes a.nd falls to 7 per cent when capacity increasti 

to 1.5 million tonnes. 

Table 16 give¿ theoretical calculations of production costs in the plant for 

the various production cycles, processes 2nd sequences.   The figures are expressed 

as indices, ba3e 100 being in each case the figure for a plant using a blast fur- 

nace, U) ste«l making and cogging and rolling?    the values for each type of produc- 

tion sequence have been entered in the table.    The figures appearing in eaoh of 

the production departments represents the cost per tonne of the final product pro- 

duced in the department concerned,  thus:    crude iron in the reduction department, 

ingots of steel in the steel making department and flat rolled produots in the 

rolling department.    To some extent,  the figures appear to be independent of one 

another, but in the later   processes account has been taken of the earlier results 

where the cost of the raw material is concerned.    Thus open-hearth steel produoed 

from iron from a blast-furnace has a lower cost than that produoed froo iron fro» 

an electric reduction furnace, etc 
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fable 16 

COMPARISON Of PRODUCTION COSTS IN PLANTS ROLLING FLAT PRODUCTS, UITH DIFFERENT 

CAPACITIES AND PRODUCTION SEQUENCES 

(Dollar« por tonne, and indices;    the sequence blast furnaoe 
Lb steel making, oogging, rolling • 100) 

Annual oapacity 
in tonnes 

Blast furnace Electric réduction 
furnace 

Direct 
reduotion 

Reduotion 

100,000 
200,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,500,000 

¡49.39 
44.39] 
,39.72) 

;37.69] 
,36.65 
I35.22J 

109 
111 
115 
118 
119 

76 
78 

Steel Open       Eleotric       LD Open 
making hearth aro furnaoe hearth 

100,000 
200,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,500,000 

Rolling 

Electrio 
arc furnaoe 

LD Eleotric 
aro furnace 

112 
114 
113 

111 
113 
108 

103 
104 
103 

102 
104 
101 

Cogging 
and rolling 

100,000 109 
200,000 110 
500,000 109 

1,000,000 110 
1,500,000 110 
2,500,000 110 

¡75.61F 
68.41 fir/ 

!59.74)^ 

118 109 
121 111 
123 113 

124 
127 

115 
118 

106 
108 
110 

111 
114 

103 
105 

Cogging 
and rolling 

Continuous 
casting 

and rolling 

Cogging 
and rolling 

Cogging 
and rolling 

93 
94 
97 
96 
96 

105 
107 
108 

111 

103 
105 
105 

108 
109 

a/ Cost in dollars per tonne of liquid iron. 
y Cost in dollars per tonne of steel ingot, 
a/    Average ooet in dollars per tonne of rolled product. 
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With regard to the costs of the inputs considered here, the figures in the 

table show that the cost of inputs in electric furnace reduction are higher than 

those for blast furnaces, by 9 per cent in the case of an annual oapacity of 

100,000 tonnes, and that the disadvanta3¿ increases with the size of the plant, 

rising to 19" per centin 1.5 million tonne plants.    On the other hand, the pro- 

duction of sponge iron by the ByL process costs more than 20 per cent less than 

the production of molten iron by a blast furnace.    As to production costs, Steel 

making in top-blown oxygen converters is more economic than electric arc or open- 

hearth at eel- making, where the raw material is iron of a oonstant prioe.   if iron 

smelted in an electric furnace is used, the steel is always more expensive, owing 

to the higher price of the raw material, but once again LD steel making has cost 

advantages over the other processes.    Lastly, steel produced in an electric arc 

furnace from sponge iron produced by direct reduction in small plants is almost 

the same price as steel from a converter.    As the size of the plant increases, 

this advantage tends to disappear owing to the small size of the direot reduction 

units.    With regard to rolling, produotion costs are shown for four types of plant 

using cogging; and rolling'and one using continuous oasting.    The four former types 

are affected only by the price of the raw material -   i.e.,  the ingot steel - 

which is used.   Consequently, the most economio type is that using LD steel pro- 

duced from blast-furnace iron.    In the case of continuous casting, the advantage 

deoreases somewhat, without disappearing, as the size of the operation grows, but, 

as has been said, caution is needed in the use of this process for the rolling of 

sheets "and plates owing "to the difficulty of produoing continuous oast slabs with 

rimming steel.   On the other hand, for the production of bars and shapes, in whioh 

the same eoonomic advantage is found, there are no technical difficulties affecting 

the use of the'process in question. 

In practice, selection between one process and another must depend on the 

availability of the various production factors and the characteristics of the main 

raw materials.   Comparing, for example, blast-furnace reduotion with reduction 

using electrio power, at a oost of 5 thousandths of a dollar per kWh, the oapital 

oost is less "but the operating cost is higher in the latter than in the former.  " 

If it is possible to obtain ore of very good grade and petroleum gas at a low prici 

{the equivalent of US?i 12 per tonne of fuel oil, or where possible even less), din 

reduction by the HyL process can be considered.    Lastly, continuous oasting can be 

combined with electric-arc and LD steel making, but it would be very difficult to 

oombine it with open-hearth furnaces. 
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VI.   CONSIDERATION OF THE SIZES OF LATIN AMERICAN 
STEEL PLANTS AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 6/ 

The series of examples which have been given in the earlier seotione indioate 

that, theoretically at least, the larger the plant, the closer it is to the optimum 

size.    In fact, however, it is impossible to fix a definite optimum size for a 

steel plant,  applicable in a general way,  sinoe the determination of the most 

favourable oonditions for each specific situation depends on a series of quite 

complex factors.    The larger plants naturally offer substantial advantages in 

terms of the level of capital and production oosts, but even so, once a certain 

size is reached, the additional reductions in oosts resulting in still greater 

size are very small, particularly when the limit of capacity for which it is 

possible to construct certain plant units is reached.    Very often, even before 

this point, the disadvantages relating to human concentration, raw materials and 

the organization of distribution more than oancel out the technical and eoonomic 

advantages of greater expansion. 

Among the factors making a steel plant economic or otherwise, we may mention 

some which are teohnioal, others resulting from market oonditions and finally somn 

of a political nature. 

One of the most significant teohnioal factors in determining the minimum 

economic scale of production is the blast furnace.    Blast furnaces beoome 

increasingly efficient and economio up to quite high levels of production - some 

1.3 million tonnes a year for each blast furnace - according to the figures used 

in the studies on whioh this analysis is based.   Moreover, in any steel plant, 

dependence on a single blast furnace is a factor of instability which should be 

avoided as far as possible.   Consequently, unless countervailing factors exist, 

there should be a tendency to oonstruot plants oapable of produoing some 2.5 million 

tonne« of crude iron annually.    It is to be noted, however, that the economic ad- 

vantage resulting from provision for two blast furnaces whioh together produoe 

2.5 million tonnes instead of a pair producing only 1.3 million, according to the 

figures used in the above-mentioned study, is oonfined to a lower oost of iron of 

USft 0.80 per tonne produced and a lower capital cost of US$ 1.78 per tonne annual 

capaoity. 

6/    I» connexion with this analysis, see the article "Size of steel plant« in 
U.K.'1, 8teel Review. No.40, October 1965. 
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Another technical factor which often déterminée the desirable capacity for a 

plant is the optimum size of the rolling equipment, whereas the capacity of the 

steel-making installations is more easily adjustable and there is a lower specific 

oapital cost. In the case of a oontinucws mill rolling flat products, the optimum 

situation is for total production slightly bo exoeed 3 million tonnes a year of 

ingot steel. It is clear that a plant of this size can benefit from économies of 

soale in all production departments. A plant rolling 3.5 million tonnes of flat 

products would have no place in Latin America, even if it was working for a common 

market, because transport distances and costs of distribution would more than cancel 

out any advantage derived from economies of scale. In the study, therefore, the 

maximum size of plants equipped with continuous mills has been limited to 

2.5 million tonnes and that of those equipped with somi-continuous mills to 

800,000 or 1 million tonnes, in keeping with usual practice. In mills rolling 

non-flat products, optimum capacity is around 500,000 tonnes for the production 

of bars and light or medium shapes, rails, etc. Economies of soale in blast 

fumaoes have some importance when one is working within this order of sises, for 

examples there is a reduction in the capital cost for blast furnaces of US$ 21 

per tonne annual capacity and a reduction in operating oosts (at the aooepted 

prioes of inputs) of US3 3.0fi per tonne produced^ when output rises from 500,000 

tonnes of iron annually to 1, 3 million tonnes. It is therefore usual to roll 

different products together in a single plant, sharing the reduotion and steel- 

making faoilities. It is aiBO advantageous to utilize sales facilities for the 

distribution of products of varying types. 

It is quite possible that there will be an moreasing »endenoy in futurs to 

combine several different groupa of mills in one establishment, owing to the fact 

that some technological innovations whioh are now either in use or in the experi- 

mental stage will tend to reduce the optimum level of the various iron and steel 

making processes. This is the case, for example, with continuous oasting, in 

which the maximum size at which individual machines can be oonstruoted is far 

below the optimum size of the cogging mills whioh it replaces. Muoh more revolu- 

tionary in the sense of lowering optimum capacity in the industry will be the 

perfecting of the continuous hot-rolling of flat products in a planetary mill, 

which may reduoe the thickness of a slab to one thirtieth, or even less, each time 
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it pastes through the mill. There are various designa for these mills and there 

are some machines, of differing widths which have been in operation for some 

years in various countries. If the advantages and characteristics claimed for 

them by their promoters are verified in practice we might see a reduction in the 

optimum for continuous flat rolling from the present 3 million tonnes and more to 

a figure as low as 500,000 tonnes. 

Considerations based on the possible market for the plant are also decisive 

in fixing its size. Rolled steel is not a homogeneous product and the market, 

expressed orudely in annual tonnes of non-flat products, for example, is made up 

of aggregates of varying tonnages of a host of products which are included under 

the same generic name. The need for diversification in order to supply the usually 

limited market of a developing oountry with the largest possible quantity of pro- 

ducts must be balanced against the advantages and disadvantages of economies of 

scale.. The prioe paid for exoessive diversification of production is considerable. 

Both factors are, naturally, in any region of the world, arguments for oo-operation 

among several developing oountries with a view to creating a more favourable 

market for the production of a steel plant. 

The possibility has also been mentioned of the existence of political factors 

affeeting the sizes of steel plants in the developing countries. Such factors may 

be a fear of possible monopolies, repercussions of the competition between the 

publio and private sectors, or the need to eoonomize foreign exchange. 

Prom the point of view of economies of scale, acoording to the conclusions 

of these studies, the integrated steel industry in Latin America is not very well 

situated, as may be seen from table 17, in whioh the situation in I96I is oompared 

with that prevailing in I966. It is possible to observe a moderate tendency 

towards growth in the size of plants. Thus, whereas in 196I 77 per cent of the 

plants and 42 per cent of production was constituted by plants with a total 

capacity below 400,000 tonnes of ingots annually, by 1966 plants of this size 

represented 4I per oent of the total number of plants and accounted for 11 per cent 

of promotion. This result was obtained by expanding the output of almost all the 

••all and medium-sized plants, keeping pace with the growth of the market, and the 

construction of three new plants with outputs (in 1966) above 400,000 tonnes - 

namely, Cosipa y Usintinas in Brazil and Orinoco in Venezuela - while only one new 

plant has been constructed with a oapaoity below 100,000 tonnes, as a result of 

the integration of the Zapla plant in Argentina. 

\Mt>uri ufoaKât?-.*- vmM£> ^ofcKüA i>i&a_ "«£5«* aastt. ^m-wgacn-a%ísr*e*i--^.s&iSB''i&iEK¡aB¿-~ 
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Tatole 17 

BREAKDOWN OS' IKTEQRATEi) ST3EL PLANTS IA LAHM AHBPJOA BY SIZE 

( EìH^fjt . J?í9á¿nl^2ÍLS3a~I2S^S 5T ? aíIP¿J2.íLS o ^^ production) 

Armual capacity 
in terms of 
intot steel No. of 

plants* 

Ovar 1,000,000 1 
800,000 to 1,000,000 - 
600,000 to 800,0C0 1 
400,000 to 600.000 
200,000 to 400,000 3 
100,000 to 200,000 3 
Belo;? 100,000 4 

Total 13 

1961 

Production 

1,130 

674 

8(6 
450 
ft96 

1   O •} -> 

1966 

?3 of     No. of   Production        $ of 
total    plante total 

c sp"x; i '.j' oapacity 

29.6 

17. ó 
10.6 
22.6 
11.7 
7.7 

1 
7 

3 
A 

2,417 

722 
3,355 

474 
329 

33.1 

9.9 
46.0 

6^5 
4.5 

100 17 7,297 100 

Th3 studies  -Jiiiuh have !-cr\v.d as the b:sis for this paper do not refer to 

tho tonnage of in^t steji hut to that of finished steel products, whioh is con- 

siderably levier.    Ï*: crd?"* to reviví' the situation in Latin America in the light 

of thes'   ctuuii ¿  -\-á ^c\«.vine the pe-ccnt^e of fl¿t and non-flat products pro- 

duced by the incMfh^icc *^í''..;T:/í  \>O   ';.:, l-'.ble  r/7,   t^ble 18 has been drawn up} 

unfortunately,  ci. .^  .0 lac1: ci" _nf->r..-.»/-ic>n 'a lic'i.  the date ie from I965.    It 

lista 'che plante ir o. .".*.• r _¿ cr.tput cf .'vi.'~t ¿„relucts In the case of mixed plants 

ard of total output in tho c:r.- of t]v';& o.:^.,^:^ uj.oJusivo'..y in making non-flat 

products.    A3 rray b? dedue---.!. fro:' cho -fi/nr.-vs in the *iblo,  only four plants in 

Latir America irrorino j fl¿\t p.?oJ<.7r!:s in qr.-ntitics exceeding the minimum level 

v;hich appears to be economici c.^ r.-.rding to thi? táudy and it muDt be pointed out that 

one of them, Sa,:, Niroli.»,  ip p,qal-?rxA with a v^ry powerful rolling mill.*'  On the 

other side cf tre tabic, thero vero fjvft plants in 1^55 with an output of non-flat 

productu cf 100,000 tomes a/orally or 1ère,    Of theso, the three Brazilian plants 

produce special stiel of higher valuo, enabling thon fco raake a profit}    the 

Chimbóte plant is -^vpxiuing to 300,000 ternas and only the Zapla plant in Argentina 

is poorly planned with regard to bis: sna ]coation.    It was envisaged with an 

2/     It improved ¿ts yield by importing, in I965» 93,000 tonnes of slabs for 
rolling into sheets. 
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Mimai oapacity of 120,000 tonnes of non-flat products, in a regional market 

protected with respeet to the rest of the oountry by high transport coste.   The 

market has not grown in the way that was hoped and, consequently, the plant can 
use only part of its capacity. 

The material in .table 18 indicates that, in general, economies of scale have 

been taken into account very little in the planning of steel plants, since the 

dominant trend is towards plants operating on a very small scale.    Only two plants, 

Volta Redonda in Brazil and Altos Hornos de Mexico,  have theoretically acceptable 

annual volumes of production, and the levels are still far from the optimum.   To 

make possible an analysis in greater depth of the situation with regard to plants 

rolling flat products, table 19 gives an indication of the market available to the 

looal steel industry in I965 together with total capacity for the rolling of flat 
products, by oountry. 

Table 18 

PRODUCTION OP FINISHED ROLLED PRODUCTS IN THE LATIN AMERICAN ST3SL PLANTS IN I965 

(Thousands of tonnes) 

Plant Plat products Non flat 
products 

Total rolled 
products 

Volta Redonda 
Altos Horno s de Iléxioo 
San Nicolás 
Hojalata y Lámina 

Huachipato 
Monterrey 
Belgo Nine ira 
Acesita 

Pas del Rio 
Orinooo 
Mannesmann 
Chimbóte 

Aliperti 
Barra Mans» 
Zapla 

679 
605 
468 
314 

209 

20 

18 

178 857 
222 827 

8 476 
- 314 

170 379 

24W 31!V 343-"' 
27 47 

175 193 
200 200 
103 103 
74 74 
71 71 
53 53 
44 44 

a/    In ord«r to give the Belgo llineira plant in Brasil its proper place in 
Latin American steel production as a whole, the table gives the output 
of flat and non-flat products for the previous year, 1964, since in I965 
there was a drop to 53,000 tonnes of flat products and 112,000 tonnes of 
non-flat products, the reason for whioh is unknown to the writer. 
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Table 19 

SOIS DATA. HEOAIÏDIKG THE IÄRKBT POR FIAT PRODUCTS IN I965 IN THE COUNTRIES OP UTIN 
AîERICA !JTH INTEGRATED PLANTS 

(Thousands of tonnes and percentage s ) 

Country Market for flat products 

Production       Imports Total- al 
Rolling capacity 

Thousands of       Percentage of 
tonnes excess over the 

market 

Mexico 

Brasil 

Argentina 

Chile 

Colombia 

Peru 

1,123 

1,015 

537^ 

239s/ 

18 

53 

124 

285 

39 

101 

115 

1,176 

1,139 

822 

278 

119 

115 

2,150 
3,070 

1,000 

350 

40 

16 

45 
63 
18 

20 

negative 

negative 

a/     This figure differs from the apparent   consumption of some countries, sinoe 
the small quantities exported have not bean subtracted, so that the total 
market available to the industry can be shown.' 

b/ This include« some 70,000 tonnes of rolled products at San Nicolás produced 
from imported slabs with the aim of improving the utilization of "the roiling 
mill. 

0/     In the case of Chile the I966 production figure has been given, sinoe the 
I965 figure was abnormally low due to a strike lasting 83 days. 

The figures in the table allow some conclusions to be drawn.    Por example, 

in Mexico and Brazil, with 3 and 4 plants rolling flat products respectively, and 

a market of about 1.2 million tonnes,  it would seem that an excessive number of 

suoh plants have been built and that it will be many years before they reach opti- 

mum production levels.    Moreover, the construction of rolling plants of around 

300,000 tonnes capacity under way in Colombia and Peru, would seem premature* 

With regard to Argentina, its policy of building a single plant of high effioienoy 

and capacity for rolling flat products.is,most laudable,and the only drawback is 
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th» delay in the development of the first oyóles of steel production - blast 

furnaces and steel making - preventing it from taking full advantage of the 

possibilities offered by its market. Apparently also there is a shortage of 

some auxiliary installations such as cold-rolling mills, etc. 

fable 20 

HARKED FOR, PRODUCTION OP AND CAPACITY POR PRODUCTION OP NON-FIAT ROLLED) PRODUCTS 
IN INTEGRATED PUNTS IN LATIN AÎ3ERICA 

(Thousands of tonnes and percentages) 

Country 
¿larket for non- 
flat produci t s 

Product ion** Import s Totale 

Rolling oapaoity in 
integrated plants 

Thousands 
of tonnes 

Percentage of exoess 
capacity over the 
market 

Brasil 361 13? 696 1,260 45 
Ilexioo 334 161 515 750 31 
Venesuela 200 223 423 615 31 

Colombia 1?5 37 212 180 - 

Chile ITO 40 210 170 - 

Perú 

Argentina^ 

74 

52 

76 

200 

150 

252 
75 / 

_?-2/ 

%l    In order to eliminate the influence of the large number of ««mi-integrated 
and non-integrated plants, regarding which insufficient information is 
available, their output has been eliminated both in the oolumn conoerned and 
in the total.     The result of this is that there may be exoess oapaoity in 
this seotor not represented in the last oolumn. 

b/    As in the oase of table 19t exports have not be subtracted, so that the 
total market available osa be seen. 

o/    The aemi-integrated and non-integrated plants in Argentina, in 1965» 
produoed 920,000 tonnes of non-flat rolled products as against 52,000 tonnes 
produced at San Nicolás.     Owing to this, it is felt that any conclusion 
reaehed without taking into acoount the major part of produotion would have 

no validity« 
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'ith regard to non-flat .fai, the po.ition of existing production in 

relation to the available market is very different, as oan be seen from the figure. 

in table 20.  Except in the case of Brazil, which, like that of Argentina, i. 

unclear owing to the high production capacity for non-flat product«, installed in 

semi-integrated and non-integrated planta, the table ehowe the basic general 

tendency towards backwardness in the installation or expaneion of integrated 

Plants for non-flat products.  Colombia, Chile and Peru are shown to be working 

at 100 per cent of capacity, while in Mexico and Venezuela reserve rolling 

capacity is not significant if it is borne in mind that the demand can be expected 

to grow at a cumulative rate of more than 6 per cent annually. 

•re cannot attempt here to analyse the reason why, in the production of flat 

products, there seems tòbe excessive interest in the establishment of plants 

even when the size of the plant and its utilization for several years are clearly 

inadequate to meet the conditions imposed by economies of scale for ensuring 

profitability, and even though, on the other hand, there is an evident lag in the 

construction of integrated plants for the manufacture of non-flat products. It 

is quite possible that one of the reasons for this contradiction is the structure 

of the selling prices of finished steel fixed by the countries which are major 

exporters.  'Jhatever the reply to this question, there is no doubt that there 

exists in Latin America a tendency, manifested in the production of flat and non- 

flat products, to construct very small steel plants which are extremely hard to 

justify in the view of the lessons of the present study of economies of scale, 

and here there is no room for doubt - it is essential to economize foreign 

exchange or, in other words, to obtain steel with the minimum expenditure of 

foreign exchange.  The attempt is being made to remedy the disadvantage of the 

excessively small si*« of the plant, as is logical, by building mixed plants for 

the rolling of flat and non-flat products, making- use of the same blast furnace, 

and steel-making facilities.  In 1965, 80 per cent of production in integrated . 

steel plants in.Latin America was accounted for by such mixed plants. 
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COWS OP IKHJTS 

Iron or« 

Coking oo*l 

Bla«t-furnao« ook«, *jurcha»«d 
• Jangan««« or« 

iuartiit« 

Blast-furnace limatone 
Steel «crap 

SUS grade limestone 
Lime 

Dolomite, refractory grade 
Bauxite 

Fluoepar (import«*) 
Fuel Oil 

Mill scale 

Oxygen (varie« with «is« of plant) 

Average labour (plant), man-hour« 
Power, klk 

Gas credit, evaluated at e<jui valant fu«l oil prioe 
Water (m3) 

Natural ga« for ifyl process at a cost «quival«nt to fttfl oil at 

US'/Tonne 

9.5O 
10.00 

30.00 

30.00 

2.00 

7.00 

30.00*/ 

7.00 

30.00 

10.00 

9.00 

I3O.OO 

20.00 

£.00 

I.50 

0.016 

0.005 

12.00 

a/ 
E/atlzhll °fTUS^ 3° pe! í0/"16 °í "W ha8 bMn «Awttd for document 
Tini?7 4#    In d00Ufflent E/CN. 12/766, on the other hand, a price ha«b.en 

2/CN úñli "«iLtheiCaM °f,îhe Veiy 8aa11 ?lant8 oonsidored in document 
SÄ^ * «-i-i« - would exa^rat« 
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AHUR II 

wcfomm um OUIDUH CRIîIRIA USED AS A BASIS IS BOTH PAPERS 

E/CN. 12/764 and E/CS. 12/766 

The study relates to hypothetical plants at a typioal location in a developing 

oountry, well served with road and rail communication*.   By tht very natura of the 

studies, the cost estimates and the conclusion drawn therefrom are likely to be 
only approximate and indicative. 

The steel industry is particularly sensitive to economies of scale.   The 

extent of economies would depend on how expansion is effected, in moving from one 

size range to the next sise.   In the papers used as a basis it was assumed that 

the expansion was brought about by the installation of a single larger unit and 

not by increasing the number of units.   This procedure has been followed wherever 

feasible, as for instance in the case of blast furnaoes, the various types of 
steel-making furnace, and rolling mills. 

The capital investment estimates for the plants envisaged have not been 

arrived at by analogy with existing steel plants, but have been oaloulated on the 

basis of estimates for buildings, equipment, erection, etc*, for selected processes 

and typical plant layouts.    This approach permits a more accurate comparison of 

investments for the different plant capacities.    The cost estimates for equipment 

are based on quotations on the competitive United States market, and the United 

States prices have been raised by 20 per oent in order to oover the oosts of 
transport to the developing oountries. 

Capital oosts for the auxiliary departments are quite high and may account 

for 35 per cent or more of total capital costs in small plants, decreasing some- 

what in plants of larger size.   In the studies, these oosts have been estimated 

separately and then allocated to the production departments on the basis of 

relative utilization of the facilities provided, for the purpose, inter alia, of 

oaloulating the fixed charges component for each of the production departments 
in the determination of operating oosts. 

The estimates of labour productivity, primarily intended for the purpose of 

evaluating production oosts, are optimum levels to be aimed at and are based on a 
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general study of the various operation, involve.   No prevision has ^ «a, fw 

•dditional uii power to oover leave end absenteeism, a. these factors have been 
taken iato aeoount in the wage rates. 

Works production costs for the steel produced by these hypothetical pi«*, 
have been estimated for each procese and plant eise considered, on the basi, of 

speoifio consumption of raw materials computed from their chemical analysis, and 
ether input, on the basis of efficient operation of the plants.   In estimatine 
costs it is assumed that the plants are utilised fully.   Annex I indicate* the 
prices and qualities of the inputs considered in all oases, the most important 
being the following« 

(a) Iron ore of 65 per oent Pe oontent, at USI 9.50 per tonne. 

(b) Imported ooking ooal at USI 18 per tonne. 

(0) Steel sorap at USI 30 per tonne in document fi/or. 12/764, and at a cost 
of 90 per oent of the cost of the hot metal produced by the blast fur- 
naotfl of the plant oonoeraed, in document «/ca%12/766. 

(4)   Labour at US« 1.50 per man-hour, a figure whioh is higher than pre- 
vailing wage rates in Latin Amerioa.   It inoludes provision for sooial 
welfare legislation, leave and absenteeism. 

(t)  .Fixed charges on capital invested have been estimated as equivalent to 
9 pw oent of investments annually.   This figure is obtained on the 
basis of the following hypothesis: 

(i)   An estimated plant-life of twenty years} 

(ii)   An annual interest rate of 8 per cent, independent of the souroe 
of oapital, to be paid annually on the unpaid balanoe, giving an 
average interest of 8 per cent} 

(ili)   An annual 5 per cent flat-rate amortisation of the ospitali 
(iv)   The interest on reserves is compounded annually at the same rate 

ft* the interest on the oapital throughout the useful life of the 
machinery oonoerned. 

essami mm 
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ANNEX III 

OBSERVATIONS AND GUIDING CRITERIA RELATING TO THE CALCULATIONS 

REGARDING THE PRODUCTION OF PLAT STEEL PRODUCTS, SECTION IV. 

For all annual production capacities, it has been assumed that the plant 

purohaaes ooking ooal and produces its own ooke.     Por all capacities a uniform 

priée,of ooke has been assumed;    although this oonoeals the effects of economies 

of scale in coke making, it greatly simplifies the problem with very little 

distortion.     The by-products (gas, tar, ammonium sulphate, benzene and toluene) 

have been valued at prices which take into account the thermic values of the 

fuels, the limitations of local markets and the competition of petroohemioal 

products.     T:ith this system of calculation, one obtains the following oost per 

tonne of coke, without including fixed charges, which are included in the capital 

costs estimated for the reduction department: 

Cost of coal 

Cost above materials 

Total: 

Less credit for by-products 

Total cost: 

us| 
25.20 

5.30 

30.50 

4.32 
26.18 

The works production cost of a tonne of self-fluxing sinter has been 

ooaputed, for ore containing 65 per cent Po, at US$12.52, of which US$0*80 is 

the oost above materials.     Its average Fe content is 63.5 per oent. 

For the preparation of the data on stoel making,  full use has been made of 

the information in the careful study produced in I962 by the Eoonomio Commission 

for Europe of the United Nations, entitled "Comparison of steel-raaking prooeeses". 

As a result of the manner of calculation adopted in document E/CN.12/766, the 

influence of plant size on oapital costs for the reduction department in general 

will be considered under the cost of crude-iron.      It is true that some variations 

from these figures will be unavoidable, but these will not have sufficient 

significance to invalidate the conclusions. 

The return scrap from the rolling mills will not be sufficient to reaoh the 

30 per cent percentage which is assumed in the cost of calculations.      If we take 

the most favourable alternative, 300 kg will be available per tonne of Ingot to 

be produced.      In the estimates regarding the availability of return sorap, it 
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has been assumed that some 25 per oent of what results fron the application of 

theoretical coefficients is not utilized in the steel making "installations owing 

to losses and the fact that it is used in the production of self-fluxing sinter 

(rolling-mill scale).      Consequently, the quantity of scrap estimated as the 

specific consumption is a mixture of return scrap and purchased scrap.     In any 

case, the total percentage of purohaeed scrap will not, in general, exoeed 
10 per cent» 

With regard to the rolling operation, it can be said that this part of the 

production cycle has very special characteristics in the integrated Latin American 

plants, a situation whioh probably exists in other developing countries also. 

Owing to the small capacity of the markets of each country, small or medium- 

sized plants produce an over-diversified range of different types of rolled 

products, with a small annual volume for each product.     For this reason, capital 

costs and al BO conversion   osts are high, precisely at the stage of the cycle 

whioh should offer enterprises the best prospects for satisfactory returns. 

The hypothetical plants which have been used for this study, are assumed to 

include rolling mills with a capacity compatible with the markets of the country 

served, diversification in the rolled products of eaoh plant being reduced as 

far as possible. 

(a)   Cogging mills 

Case I       Up to 300,000 tonnes of ingot annually.     3-high mill, with 3 

rollers one above the other, and tilting tables in front of and behind the 

stand.     Yield 88 per cent (rimming steel). 

Case II     From 300,000 to 500,000 tonnes of ingot annually.     Modern 2-high 

reverting mill, with one motor.     Can produoe slabs with a yield of 8l per 

oent (rimming steel). 

Caw III   For capacities above 500,000 tonnes of ingot annually.    Ködern 

2-toigh reversing mills with two reversing motors.    Can produoe slabs with 

a yield of 66 per cent (rimming steel)« 
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(b)   Rolling equipment for flat products 

The assumed characteristics of. the equipment vary with production capacity, 

as follows: 

Case I     Capacities for sheet, plate and tinplate "between 100,000 and 

200,000 tonnes annually. 
"Steokel" mill for hot-rollod plate and reversible cold-rolling stands. 

The installation consists of a hot-rolling mill with a reversing roughing 

mill and finishing stands;    pickling and cleaning;    reversible cold-rolling 

stands;    temper stands;    hot-dip tinning installations;    cutting and 

• finishing of sheet and tinplate, plus necessary heating furnaces.     I-t has 

been assumed that the production of hot-rollod and cold-rolled sheet and 

plate and that of tinplate is distributed in such a way that the average 

yield of the installations in terms of semi-products is 70 per cent*      The 

proportion of cold-rolled sheet and of tinplate varies between 67 per cent 

and 73 per cent of the total. 

Case II   Capacities for sheet, plate and tinplate varying in each oase 

between 300,000 and 500,000 tonnes.      Semi-continuous hot-rolling mill for 

plato and reversing stands for oold-rolling.     The equipment is made up of 

a hot-rolling mill with a reversing roughing stand and finishing stands; 

reversing stands for cold-rolling;   temper stands;    pickling and cleaning; 

hot-dip tinning installations;    cutting and finishing of sheet and tinplate, 

•ad heating furnaces.     It is assumed that the production of hot-rolled and 

cold-rolled sheet and plate and of tinplate is so distributed as to give an 

annual yield of 74 per cent in terms of semi-products. 

Case III   Capacities for sheet, plate and tinplate between 600,000 and 

800,000 tonnos annually.      Semi-continuous hot-rolling plate mill and 

tandem stands for cold-rolling.     The installation oonsists of a hot-rolling 

mill with reversing roughing stand, a non-reversing preparatory stand and 

finishing stands;    a tandem cold-rolling mill;    temper stands;    piokling, 

cutting, cleaning and finishing, and heating furnaces.      It is assumed that 

the product-mix is so suoh as to give an average yield of 81 por cent in terras 

of semi-products. 

m*E¡É¡im¡¡ii^^ 
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Caat iv    Capacities for sheet, plate and tinplate varying between 

1 million and 2.5 million tonnes annually.      Continuous hot-rolling plate 

mills, tandem stands for"coïd-rolling, hot-dip tinning installations, 

electrolytic tinning; pickling, cleaning, cutting of sheet and tinplate, 

heatfng furnaces, etc.     For annual capacities varying between 1.5 million 

and 2.5 million tonnes, an independent mill for thick plate is installed. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND GUIDING CRITERIA RELATING TO THE 

CONSIDERATION OP ALTERNATIVE STEEL PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

(a)   Observations concerning the processes for reduction of orea 

The electric reduction furnace selected for technical and economic analysis 

is the low-shaft furnace with a submerged arc.      In the calculations of operating 

costs, it has been assumed that the cost of the power is USt 0*005 PW kWh a»d 

the coke consumption 450 kg, with 2,000 k:<Th of power.     The coke is taken to be 

composed of a mixture, half "pea coke" and half imported coal, at an average 

price of US$ 15 per tonne, free at works.      To arrive at these specific 

consumption figures,   100 per cont self-fluxing sinter must be used in the charge. 

The series of hypothetical plants equipped with electric reduction furnaces 

ranges from 100,000 to I.5 million tonnes, and it is thought that,  in practioe, 

plants of higher capacity than this, based on the process in question, are very 

unlikely. 

There are many processes on which experiments are being carried out in 

different parts of the world for directly obtaining solid iron (sponge iron), 

ancl several are being applied on an industrial scale.     An analysis of the data 

provided by the firms which have patented the various processes shows that there 

are no great differences among them with regard to capital and production costs 

for equal contents of metal Fe in the sponge iron.      As a basis for comparative 

study the HyL process, which is already being used on an industrial scale in 

Mexico, has therefore been used.      Briefly,  this process reduces the iron ore 

by catalysis, using reformed natural gas as a raw material.      For the calculation 

of operating costs,  it has been assumed that the calories contained in the 

natural gas have a cost which is equivalent to US$ 12 for a tonne of fuel oil. 

Thé product obtained íB a good-quality scrap which may be described as having 

the nature of steel without being steel.      It requires further processing in 

steel-making furnaces, and the process selected here is the electric aro 

furnace,  since it oan take a charge which is 100 per cent sponge iron.     The 

maximum size of plant to which this analysis has been extended is 300,000 tonnes 

annual capacity. 
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(b) Qbaervation« oonoerning the steel-oakimp processes 

Apart from the process using a top-blown oxygen oonverter, which was 

oonsidered earlier, the widely used open-hearth process is examined here, not 

on the grounds that it has advantages over the LD process but because the 

majority of existing plants in Latin America use it.  It is assumed for the 

purpose of calculation that 30 cubic metres of oxygen are used per tonne of 

steel, to assist the heating of the charge.  In any case, it does not seem 

likely, given the scarcity of capital in Latin America, that the open hearth 

furnaces now in use will be replaced by converters in the near future. 

Consideration is also given tc the electric-arc steel-making furnace, the share 

of union in world output of steel advanced rapidly after the Second ".forld War, 

a period when the size of the furnaces was increased considerably, up to 200 

tonnes.  The use of oxygen in electric arc furnaceB makes it possible to 

increase productivity and reduoe the consumption of electric power, but, to 

simplify comparison, only the direot refinement of the metal charge, without tho 

use of oxygen, is considered. 

The sponge iron obtained by direct reduction is assumed to be treated solely 

in eleotrio arc furnaceB and it is assumed that there are no technioal obstacles 

to prevent the proportion of the total raw materials accounted for by this 

material from being approximately 70 per cent, 

(a)   Observations regarding the rolling processes 

In all the hypothetical plants envisaged for the purpose of these studies 

of comparative costs, the same rolling facilities have been kept as are 

considered in section IV of this paper.  The only variation considered here 

oonsists in the fact that i,n one case rolling is preceded by ingot casting and 

the cogging of the ingots, with subsequent rolling of the slabs, and, in the 

other, by vacuum degasification of the liquid metal, continuous casting and the 

rolling of the continuous cast billets in conventional mills.  This last variant 

has been oontinued only up to a capacity of 1.5 million tonnes, owing to the 

doubts whioh are still entertained regarding the possibility of producing, with 

vacuum dagasifiers, plate surfaoes as good as those obtained with the use of 

rimming steels, whioh, in the present state of technology, cannot be proeeaaed 

_,.fc....-a- . Jfrfc 
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in continuous oasting maohines.  Nevertheless, aocording to available 

inforaation, there are already plante of such dimensione in operation in eorae 

parts of the world» 

The oost of vacuum de-oxydation breaks down as follows in the oase of 

small plants: 

Manpower employed directly 0.335 

Manpower indirectly employed and wages 0,24 

Various consumption costs 0*952 

Fuel and services 0.109 

Total works produotion cost 1.636 

As to the yield of the steel used in continuous oasting, it has been 

estimated at 94 per cent, in line with the figure given by many authorities. 

As to the maximum and minimum capacities which have been assumed for the 

various units and processesi they are noted in table 1. 

Table 1 

"izziw ¿M>"i:xr: c»*FAGiïr-.£ c~ '•:". r>ï:-x ••. .:7 p,ícu..c:in, ;;MTS USED 

IN THE PROCESSES CONSIDERED 

(Tonnes and tonnes/year) 

Capacity Annual production 

per tonne capacity 

Maximum annual 
Unit Minimum Maximum produotion 

Blast fumaoe 300 4,000 - 1,320,000 
Eleotrio reduction 

furnace - 250 - 82,500 
Open-hearth furnaces, 
with oxygen 25 500 1,200 600,000 

Converter with enriched 
air blown in at the • 

bottom 10 75 8,000 600,000 
LD converter 10 ISO 8,000 1,200,000 

LD-AC oonverter 10 150 7,000 1,050,000 
Electrio-arc steel-making 

furnaces with 70 per 
cent orude iron 15 ISO 3,000 450,000 
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